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Abstract 
Despite the results obtained in literature to improve the macroscopic node model it is necessary to consider a general node model 
approach. A general node approach could take into account different aspects about conflicts at intersections. In this paper, we 
present a new node model based on CTM to represent traffic flows that crosses signalized and unsignalized intersections. It 
allows to model complex intersections for urban contest. In particular, to represent different turn movements of the inflow at 
intersection and belonging at the same lane, the model introduces a new variable. It is utilized to represent the percentages of 
different turns. The model takes into account also the estimation of the merge flows at the intersection. We present a new model 
to compute the minor streams that are limited by major stream on unsignalized intersections. This model reduces the problems 
and the complexities of the capacity determination (based on gap acceptance) and it could be used for dynamic traffic 
assignment. Our model could be used also for complex signalized intersection, where many conflicts among through flows are 
presented. 
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1. Introduction and State of Art 
In the last years the complexity of the urban network and the randomness of the traffic demand has made reliable 
prediction of travel time on urban networks, a research area that still requires significant development. Research 
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studies have confirmed that the traffic simulation techniques are among the few ones able to predict urban traffic 
travel time at the network level. The macroscopic model, one of principal models among those existing, permits to 
apply a large number of mathematical programming algorithms, but on the other hand, the accuracy in the 
representation of traffic, its most important benefit, comes to be sacrificed. 
In the study by Kang (2000) there is a categorization of traffic flows. The author defines the traffic flow as 
uninterrupted and interrupted. The first one defines the flow category where the only interaction is among vehicles 
belonging to the same flow (e.g. highway and freeway flows). Interrupted flow defines a category of traffic facilities 
having traffic signals, ‘stop’ signs and other types of control devices which influence the progression of vehicles 
along the section. The flow can be obstructed by interaction among vehicles belonging to the same flow, interactions 
among flows or by traffic control. The travel time for interrupted flow is primarily influenced by the waiting time at 
the intersections. The interrupted flow provides for two different types of intersections, non-signalized and 
signalized, depending on the type of traffic regulation. The through time of non-signalized intersection depends on 
the probability for a driver to have enough space between vehicles on the conflicting streams to pass the intersection 
safely. Instead, the through time for the second type is determined by the traffic light cycle time. 
The urban traffic is strongly conditioned by signalized intersections. For this reason, intersection modeling can 
improve the representation of traffic on the road network. In order to provide a correct model of traffic when 
crossing an intersection, it is necessary to prevent the mistakes of representing various movements that occupy the 
same physical space and to consider the complex interactions among movements in the intersection model. In 
literature there are several methods to improve the macroscopic node model. The models of Elloumi et al. (1994) , 
Buisson et al.(1996), Lebacque et al.(2002) , Hilliges and Weidlich (1995) present different approaches to model 
urban intersection (overlapping cells, exchange zones or pointwise model), but they don’t take into account the 
interaction of traffic flows, consequently overestimating the value of inflow and outflow at intersections. Van 
Hinsbergen (2008) proposes an adapted Godunov scheme to model intersection delays. The model defines a turn 
capacity at the intersections in function of the conflicting demands. To represent the reduction of traffic flow from 
signaling and conflicts at intersection Rouphail et al. (1989) and Troutbeck and Brilon (1999) have presented node 
models with supply constraints, for signalized and unsignalized intersections, respectively.  
To model the traffic on multi-lane intersections it is important to take into account the queue propagation and the 
delay. In Ngoduy (2006), to improve the accuracy of the macroscopic model, the author defines a discontinuity 
modeling for multiclass multilane traffic flow operations. In particular, in this study is proposed a model intersection 
where the inflows and outflows are determined based on a gap-acceptance model. 
In this article we present a new node model able to represent, different turn movements of the inflow at intersection 
and belonging at the same lane, respecting supply and demand constraints of the node. We also propose a new 
formulation to estimate the flow capacity at intersection. It is based on gap-acceptance model and it is included as an 
eventual flow constraint in node model of the CTM-UT. Our idea is based on the following papers. 
The paper by Troutbeck and Kako (1999) presents a gap acceptance model based on limited priority for the major 
stream. It models the traffic on unsignalized intersections under congested conditions. The case of study in 
Troutbeck and Kako (1999) shows that for congested traffic condition, is not appropriate to define a distribution of 
the available downstream supply (over the incoming links) based only on priority rules. 
Brilon and Wu (2001) present an approach to the determination of capacities at unsignalized intersections based on 
the additive conflict flow (ACF) method (originate from conflict theory). The method can be used to define node 
supply constraints, for conflict point of crossing flows or merging flows, Brilon and Wu (2001) present a simplified 
model respect to the theoretical method of gap acceptance, that is unrealistic for some conditions Jin and Zhang 
(2003) and Ni and Leonard (2005) propose an extension of the merge model by Daganzo (1994-1995). The first 
paper presents a simple distribution scheme that satisfies the “fairness” condition, in which the distribution of 
upstream flow is proportional to its demand, while, the second one, proposes a distribution of upstream flow 
proportional to its capacity. Tampere et al. (2011) present a generic class of first order macroscopic node models 
(GNM), satisfying the dynamic macroscopic requirements to realistically represent flow at signalized and 
unsignalized intersections. The GNM can define supply constraints for interaction rule and node, the first defines 
up- and downstream link boundary constraints (i.e. how limiting supply is distributed over the competing flows and 
how supply constraints interact with each other and with the flows over the node), while the second defines internal 
node constraints (as different flows that use some shared part of the internal node infrastructure with limited 
capacity). Relying on GNM, Flötteröd and Rohde (2011) formulate an incremental node model for general road 
intersections to represent the flow conflicts adequately. The classic continuity equation for flow conservation plays a 
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key role in the hydrodynamic theory of traffic flow. It allows to define the unique relationship between traffic 
demand and supply. By defining the position with xi and time t, the local flow f(xi; t) is then defined as the minimum 
of local flow demand Δ(ρ(xi-1,t), xi-1) and local flow supply Σ(ρ(xi+1,t), xi+1). The function of flow f(xi; t), takes into 
account the case of traffic flow bounded by the flow capacity and by flow demand in the position x and time t. The 
GNM is applied to maximize the constrained flow. Such kind of model, enjoying the benefits of the solutions 
provided by kinematic wave models, can select physically relevant solutions making the phenomenological 
modeling easier through the constraints of flow demand, flow supply, outflows towards downstream and its 
upstream demands and downstream supplies and of satisfaction of the invariance principle, supply constraints 
interaction rules, node supply constraints. Flötteröd and Rohde (2011) has developed a GNM that, in comparison 
with Tampere’s model, has a simpler objective function and more detailed constraints as the demand constraint of 
minor flows in relation to traffic flow of opposing following described. 
1.1. Capacity determination based on gap acceptance 
The technique named as gap acceptance requires that in the unsignalized intersection controlled by signal stop 
(minor road) and yield (major road) a traveling vehicle in the minor road, that wants to enter the intersection, should 
wait for a safe opportunity (gap acceptance) between two vehicles of a principal road to occur. The procedure to 
define the vehicle movement at unsignalized intersection, presents in Highway Capacity Manual (HCM, 2010), 
requires the identification of conflicting flow rate for a movement that is, the total flow rate that conflicts with 
movement. Then the calculation of the capacity determination based on gap acceptance for a movement is based on 
the values of conflicting flow rate, critical gap times tc, follow-up times tf and potential capacity. The critical gap 
time is defined as “the minimum time interval in the major-street traffic stream that allows intersection entry for one 
minor-street vehicle”. The follow-up time is defined as “the time between the departure of one vehicle from the 
minor street and the departure of the next vehicle using the same major-street gap”.In the gap acceptance procedure 
is present the compute of values of tc and tf . These can be calibrated against measured data or chosen by HCM and 
following tuned depending of the traffic simulation or measured data.
One way to calculate the potential capacity, when the traffic flow is not in platoon condition, consist in
Δˆ f p( ) = f p e
− f p⋅tc
1− e− f p⋅t f
        (1)  
, where Δˆ  is defined as the maximum traffic flow of minor movement, fp is the traffic flow of opposing direction. 
Flötteröd presents a generalization of the original incremental node model (INMC) with constraints defined by 
GNM and detailed supply constraints utilizing the demand constrain function that defines the bounds of the original 
demands for every inflow at intersection. The algorithm presented by Flötteröd to maximize the local flow to solve 
INMC, at the beginning runs without demand constraints and the initialization of flows is done. If a capacity of 
minor flow is reduced the new values of flow is eventually reduced according to the demand constraint function Δˆ . 
The algorithm terminates when all constraints are satisfied for all inflow and outflow at the node. This model has the 
potential to employ different kinds of demand constraints function. Following are presents the demand constraints 
function used for the experiment in Flötteröd and Rohde (2011) and object of comparison in this paper. When the 
demand constraints of minor flow is function of one principal stream is applied 
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While, when the minor road is stop-controlled and yields to two principal streams (fp1,fp2), Forschungsgesellschaft 
für Strassen und Verkehrswesen (2001) estimate the capacity of minor flow by 
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where pp1 is the probability that the left-turning traffic (fp1, in this example) on the major street operates in a queue-
free state.
 
Another kind of capacity determination that is object of comparison in this paper is that used in paper of 
Wu (1999), where the maximal traffic flow of the minor stream is determinate as: 
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2. The new node model for the CTM-UT  
Our node model is an extension of the previous work based on Cell Transmission Model for Urban Traffic 
framework (CTM-UT by Adacher, 2014). Let Δt (hours) the sampling period, in the CTM-UT formulation the flow 
is expressed in vpΔt (vehicle per sampling period) by y = f Δt . It is important to notice that the CTM-UT can 
contain horizontal queues by shockwaves method (e.g., spillback effect), modeling multiple lanes and representing 
of blocking effects. It is good trade-off between accuracy and computational complexity, respect to the microscopic 
model. It can represent demand and capacity percentages of single lane and it can excellent model the freeway and 
urban street belonging to the same network. 
This new node model can represent: the connection of the demand upstream intersections to the supplies 
downstream intersection; the demand percentages of turns for every single lane; complex signalized and 
unsignalized intersection; merging flows or conflict among crossing flows. In the following example are presents 
two arterial links upstream intersection (a), two arterial links downstream intersection (c) and all links have four 
cells (i) and two lanes (b). As shown in Fig. 1, let N the total number of cells of link and I number of cells belong to 
merging zone, the arterial is distinct in two zones: an upstream merging zone (1≤ i ≤ N-I+1) where the turning 
movements are mixed and a downstream queue storage area ( N-I+1< i ≤ N) where vehicles are split into specific 
lanes dedicated to different turning movements. If  the vehicles choose a lane to access in the channelized zone, they 
cannot change their lane. The queue from channelized zone, on the bases of its length, could spill back until to 
merging zone and, therefore, blocks the mixed traffic.  
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Variables of CTM-UT, representation of the node model 
In the CTM-UT the traffic flow is more disaggregated in relation both of its position in the network and, 
especially, of the kind of traffic dynamic that requires accuracy to mimic microscopic traffic components. The 
representation of flow is aggregated in the merging zone (yia), disaggregated to specific lanes b (yiab) in channelized 
zone and further distinct for different turning movements belonging at intersection (yN+1abc). To represent adequately 
the flow at intersection, the calculate of yN+1abc by CM-UT takes into account, for each turn: the demand of 
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movements with the turning fractions τabc , and the possibility to cross the intersection in relation of conflicting 
traffic flows and the supply constraints of the outgoing links with the normalization factor (βc) of turn direct to 
downstream link (c). 
Moreover, the paper focuses on a formulation to estimate the capacity of inflow that can be used like a constraint 
of minor flow demand. It permits to avoid the problems of the gap acceptance procedure and it is more simply in the 
traffic dynamic estimation. 
For convention, in the formulation,  yN+1 has been used to define the outflow of the terminal cells.  
2.1. Propagation into the link  
To estimate flow into the cell i of link a directed to lane b, the model considers the proportion of vehicles traveling from link a to link b defined as Φab .The flow into the lane is computed by:  
yi
ab(k) =Φab yi
a (k) , 1< i ≤ N
         
(5) 
The equation for the inflow of each cell belongs the channelized zone ( N-I+1< i ≤ N) has to consider both the 
maximum number of vehicles that can flow into cell Yia and total capacity of cell Fia (storage capacity) specifying 
these values for each lane. To obtain the values of supply for lane Yia and Fia are calculated proportionally to the 
stopline width devoted to vehicles traveling from link a to link b with the capacity percentages of the lane αab. In the 
channelized zone the inflow is estimated for lane b by: 
yi
ab(k) =min ni−1
ab (k) ,α ab Yi
a (k) , wi
a (α ab Fi
a (k)− ni
ab(k))
vi
⎧
⎨
⎪
⎩⎪
⎫
⎬
⎪
⎭⎪
, N − I +1< i ≤ N
        
(6) 
where iais the free flow speed and ia is the congestion wave speed. The Eq. 5 permits to maximize the demand 
of upstream lane 1
ab
in −  considering the maximum capacity of lane (α
abYia) and the necessary restriction to ensure that 
the inflow yiab doesn’t exceed the available capacity.  
wi
a (α ab Fi
a (k)− ni
ab(k))
vi
 represents the total space available in the downstream cell i. The total flow of the cell belong 
at the channel zone is defined as the sum of the inflow into the lane of the cell i: 
yi
a (k) = yi
ab(k)
b∈Ba
∑ , N − I +1< i ≤ N
        
(7) 
 
2.2. Flow conservation 
The flow conservation equation used for CTM-UT is expressed as the difference between the inflows and the 
outflows of the earlier time interval. The number of vehicles presents in each cell i  in period 1k + ( ( 1)ain k + ) is 
equal to the sum of the number of vehicles presents in the cell i , in the prior time k , and the number of vehicles 
moving from cell i – 1 to cell i, less the number of vehicles moving from the cell i to the cell 1i + . The similar 
equation is applied to update the number of vehicles contained in each lane b  
ni
ab(k +1) = ni
ab(k)+ yi
ab(k)− yi+1
ab (k) , 1≤ i ≤ N
        
(8) 
The following formulation defines the inflow and outflow of every intersection m, we define: the cell with i, 
upstream link with a, downstream link c. The model considers the total movements active in period k so are 
excludes the turns associated with the red phases at the signalized intersection. The node model allows to maximize 
the incoming flows 1
abc
Ny +  at intersection, considering turning fractions abcτ , subject to the supply constraints of the 
outgoing links. Our model represents flow by incoming links at intersection proportional to the vehicle demand of 
the movements ( abcτ ), the incoming links can be distributed by fractions ( cβ ) proportional to the capacities of the 
outgoing links.  
The normalization factor of merging flows for the downstream link c is initiated as βc =1 . 1
a
Ny + represents the 
total outflow by link and 1
abc
Ny +  is the flow of the incoming link at intersection, which is divided over the outgoing 
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links according to proportion of vehicle demand turningτ abc . For each turn from the lane b  belong to cell 1N + of 
link a we can calculated the incoming flow at intersection (demand) direct to downstream link c  in relation to its 
supply as: 
yN+1
abc (k) =min τ abc nN
ab(k) ,α ab YN
a (k) ,Y1
c (k) ,
w1
c (FN
c (k)− n1
c (k))
v1
c
⎧
⎨
⎪
⎩⎪
⎫
⎬
⎪
⎭⎪
i βc             (9) 
The sum of flows by incoming link at intersection 1
abc
Ny + direct to the outgoing link c must respect the supply 
constraints of the first cell of downstream link c . This supply constraint is represented by : 
yN+1
abc (k)
c∈Ca
∑ >min Y1c (k) , w1
c (FN
c (k)− n1
c (k))
v1
c
⎧
⎨
⎪
⎩⎪
⎫
⎬
⎪
⎭⎪
               (10) 
If the supply constraint is not respected, the normalization factor cβ  is computed as the capacity of first cell of 
outgoing link divided the total flow demand direct to the outgoing link. 
βc =
min Y1
c (k) , w1
c (FN
c (k)− n1
c (k))
v1
c
⎧
⎨
⎪
⎩⎪
⎫
⎬
⎪
⎭⎪
yN+1
abc (k)
c∈Cab
∑
         (11) 
If the demand by incoming links exceeds the supply of the outgoing link c (when βc<1), a queue will be formed 
on at least one of the incoming links a . If the supply constraint is respected, we can compute the total outflow by 
lane b  of link a  as the sum of 1
abc
Ny +  by incoming links belong to the same lane abc C∈  as 
yN+1
ab (k) = yN+1
abc (k)
c∈Cab
∑          (12) 
, the total outflow by link a  as the sum of the lanes b of link a  
yN+1
a (k) = yN+1
ab
b∈Ba
∑ (k)
         
 (13) 
The total inflow 1
cy in the first cell of the movement directs to downstream link c as: 
y1
c (k) = yN+1
abc (k)
c∈Om
∑          (14) 
where mO  is the set of downstream link at intersection m. We can estimate all the upstream and downstream 
flows of the links at intersection. The model is suitable to employ other constraints for the supply or demand. 
2.3. Demand constraint for conflicting flow interactions  
In order to realistically capture the potential capacity of minor flow ˆ abcΔ  when is obstructed, the present paper 
proposes a formulation based on the demand of the minor flow abcΔ  considering the flow rate of traffic (the 
conflicting flow rate) that conflicts with a specific minor flow. Respect to the background formulation reported in 
paragraph 1.1, the capacity determination proposed in this paper permits to avoid the problems of definition and 
calibration of the values tc and tf. 
Δˆabc ( fh ,..., fcf ) =
Δabc
2
( Yhh=1
cf∑ )− ( fhh=1
cf∑ )
( Yhh=1
cf∑ )
⎛
⎝
⎜
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟
⎟⎟
exp(− fhh=1
cf∑ (tf cf i1,5cf ))
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
⎥
        (15) 
The formulation considers that the half of minor flow that wants to cross the intersection is inversely proportional 
to the crossing major flows hf in respect to their capacities hY . The exponential element depends by the principal 
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flows hf , number conflict flows cf and number of total flows tf for the movement direct to c  (including the minor 
flow). Higher are the values of principal flows, conflict flows and total flows, higher the minor flow is obstructed 
when try to cross the intersection. The following example shows the application of Eqs. (15) considering one 
principal flow ( 1
abT
Ny + through flow T) , one minor flow ( 1
abL
Ny + left-turn L) , one conflict point of crossing flows cf  
(e.g. in Fig.2a the left-turn coming from south to west in conflict with principal through flow coming from north to 
south) and total flow conflicts 2tf =  (i.e. the minor flow plus all principal flows in conflict with it). 
yN+1
abL (yN+1
abT ) =
yN+1
abL
2
YN+1
T − yN+1
abT
YN+1
T
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟exp −yN+1
abT (21i1,51)( )
⎡
⎣
⎢
⎢
⎤
⎦
⎥
⎥
        (16) 
This equation can be applied on the node model before to consider the formulation of the supply constraint in 
Eqs.(9). 
An important aspect of the urban contest of traffic is that we can have a complex signalized intersection with 
conflict flows in the same signal phase. If this happen is necessary apply the determination of capacity for minor 
flow. The CTM-UT represents this traffic dynamic including the possibility to estimate the demand of the minor 
flow both for signalized and unsignalized intersection when the conflict occurs. 
3. Experiments 
A comparison between CTM-UT and INMC is done, implementing the model in Matlab. The new node model is 
suitable to compute the crossing flows at the intersection applying the supply and demand constraints. We apply our 
model to compute the capacity of minor streams that are limited by major stream (demand constraint), and we not 
taken into account the flow priority at intersection and the time to travel the intersection. We have studied the 
accuracy of representation of inflow at intersection in relation at the demand constraint. The results show the 
difference of values obtained by the node models by Flötteröd and CTM-UT that employed different methods to 
compute the capacity of the minor flow. In the experiments, the capacity determination used by Wu is applied in the 
algorithm by Flötteröd to estimate the solution of INMC. We have represented the capacity of minor flow, according 
with the algorithm of Flötteröd. 
The comparison is done on some case studies presented by Flötteröd. The network consists of a major street in 
north/south direction, which is intersected by a minor one way street that runs from east to west. There are three 
links for the inflows (upstream flows) at intersection and three links for the outflows (downstream flows) at 
intersection. In particular, the results highlight the values of INEq and 
IN
Sq  (in CTM-UT represented by 1
abc
Ny + for each 
link a ) , minor inflows from south and east direct to the link in west direction. 
 
            
Figure 2. intersection for the experiments (a) and comparison of microscopic model (thin noisy curve) and Flötteröd (fat smooth curve) (b) 
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The supply for the major streets (yeld-controlled) consists in: one lane with two movements (50 percent of traffic 
demand for every movement by lane); length 0.15= [ km ]; 2340Y = [vph ] ; jam density 200ρ = [ vpkm ]; 
50v = [ kmh ]; 16w =  [ kmh ]. The supply for the minor street (stop-controlled) consists in: one lane and one 
movement (100 percent of demand by minor street only crosses the intersection); length 0.10= [ km ]; 
518Y = [ vph ]; jam density 200ρ = [ vpkm ]; v = 32 [ kmh ]; 16w =  [ kmh ]. The right-of-way laws at the 
westbound merge WS are defined, for every movements direct to west link, with the priority values 10Np = , 1Sp =  
and 0,1Ep = . The flows that going into the network are generated by adding traffic light controlled links upstream 
of each ingoing link of the original network. The cycle time is 90s, in the first scenario the green phases for the 
major and minor street are equal to 24 s and 9  s respectively. The analysis is focused only on the demand by first 
cycle of the traffic light, for the following scenarios the value of different inflow by CTM-UT are the same for every 
cycle. The total simulation time is 120 s and sampling period (time step) is 1tΔ =  s. 
To determinate the capacity we have estimated the value of 
• mean error [ vp tΔ ]: the average of the error is the difference between the same minor flow obtained by two 
different models for each interval times of the simulation period. 
• specific error [vp tΔ ]: is the mean error computed only when the conflict among major and minor flows 
occurs. 
• decreasing error: is based on the percentage gap (PG). The difference between the flow obtained by the 
literature model and our model divided by the flow obtained by our model. Considering only the instants in 
which the conflict occurs until the minor flow reaches its minimum value. 
• increasing error: is based on the percentage gap (PG). Considering only the instants in which the conflict 
occurs until the minor flow reaches its maximum value; 
• mean delay : is based on the percentage gap (PG). It is the mean of queuing delay of the last cell (N) of the 
link upstream intersection. It considers when the density of the cell exceeds the critical density and the 
velocity of the travel flow has lower value respected to the free flow speed. 
3.1. Results for the synthetic experiment 
The node model INMC (Flötteröd) and CTM-UT have obtained the same values for INNq . This is the major flow 
that is not obstructed when crosses the intersection. In the Fig.3, INNq highlight as it limits the minor flows at 
intersection. 
 
Figure 3. Scenario 1: synthetic experiment inflow at intersection Flötteröd vs CTM-UT (a) and Wu vs CTM-UT (b) 
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Table 1. Comparison of accuracy Scenario 1 
 
 
The results indicate that the curve INSq  obtained with CTM-UT are more close, respect to the values of 
Flötteröd, relatively to the values obtained by the microscopic model (see Fig.2b), both when INSq  increases and 
decreases. The comparison with Wu indicates a major difference with CTM-UT respect to the Flötteröd, but the 
curve INSq  obtained with Wu is less consistent respect to the values obtained by the microscopic model. The flow 
IN
Eq  must give way first to 
IN
Nq  and then to 
IN
Sq , for this reason it is obstructed until the flows 
IN
Nq  and 
IN
Sq  
crosses the intersection (until 74 s ). The decreasing capacity for INEq is 86%  (Flötteröd vs CTM-UT) and is 86,6% 
(Wu vs CTM-UT) and we have a constant error for a time period ([18,74]s) longer respect to the duration of 
conflict between INNq  and 
IN
Sq . On the other hand, the specific error of 
IN
Eq  is ten times less than 
IN
Sq . For the 
flows INSq , at 55 s we obtained with INMC a not smooth representation of flow. The proposed model have a good 
capacity to simulate the travel delay of the last cell of the link. 
3.2. Results for the synthetic experiment with initial max inflow by minor flow 
For this experiment the inflow demand is the same of scenario 1 except for the link from south. INSΔ is equal to the 
value of max capacity of inflow until 25 s of the simulation time, than is equal to zero. This scenario represents as 
the crossing flow INSq , equal to value of max capacity, is obstructed when the principal flow 
IN
Sq incoming in the 
intersection. Due to the conflict with INNq , not all demand by south can cross the intersection, but 
IN
Sq must wait the 
decreasing of major flow. During the decreasing phase the CTM-UT overestimated respect to the values obtained by 
Flötteröd and Wu, but they produce a less smooth representation. Also, this experiment demonstrates that the 
formulation of Wu gives an inconsistent representation when the flows conflict occurs and when it ends. This 
problem depends by the individuation of conflicts in INMC. 
3.3. Results for the signalized intersection with conflict flows 
In the following experiment the intersection is the same of Fig. 2a but it considers a different type of intersection 
control. In this case the flow is controlled by traffic signals, we test the obstruction of the flows when they belong to 
the same signal phase. The traffic light cycle time consists in 70 s and two phases, the first (second) have 22 sec 
red phase (green phase) , 40 sec green phase (red phase), 8 sec intergreen time between the first and second phase. 
This times allow to satisfy all the inflow demands at intersection, so there is not delay at the last cell of the incoming 
links. During the green phase, the minor flows cross the intersection only if they are not obstructed by a major, 
otherwise, these inflows use the phase of intergreen to free the intersection. INNq crosses the intersection until 63 s 
( INNq decreases until at zero when the green phase ends); 
IN
Sq  crosses the intersection in the last 3 s of the green 
phase (60 -63 s) and for 4 s of intergreen for the CTM-UT (5 s for Flötteröd and Wu ); INEq  crosses intersection in 
the last 3 s of intergreen phase (67 -70 s) for the CTM-UT ( 4 s for Flötteröd and Wu ). The difference on the time 
of crossing flow INEq , for the intergreen phase, among the models, depends on the quantity of flow 
IN
Sq  that 
previously has crossed the intersection.  For specific error and flow values we obtain higher values then the previous 
scenarios because the interval of time is very restricted. These considerations also apply to the values of decreasing 
capacity and increasing capacity. 
The comparison between the different models to represent the capacity of minor flow demonstrates the following 
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considerations. For the minor stream of type left-turn from major street ( INSq in the experiments), when the principal 
flow increases, for the CTM-UT the capacity of minor flow decreases more slowly and when the principal flow 
decreases, the capacity of minor flow increases slightly more quickly. For the minor stream of type through traffic 
on minor ( INEq in the experiments), for scenarios 1 and 2, the CTM-UT underestimates the value of obstructed flow. 
This is consistent with the results of Flötteröd and Wu, the values of specific and mean error are very low for 
scenario 1 while, for scenario 3, percent different of decreasing capacity and increasing capacity are at most 3,3% . 
4. Conclusion 
On the bases of test cases, the capacity determination of minor streams of the CTM-UT produces a smooth 
representation of the flow when a conflict occurs at intersection. Also, it gives a good accuracy respected to the 
other macroscopic and microscopic model. In the future study, we will test the performance of the proposed model 
through case studies using a real traffic data. We will would like to implement new methods for the optimization of 
traffic signals with travel prediction obtained by macroscopic traffic model with microscopic component (CTM-
UT). The future work to extend the CTM-UT will comprise the following items: dynamically estimation of turning 
movement demand; dynamically identification of conflict points of movement at intersection; consideration of the 
effects of intersection geometry (travel distance); dynamically estimation of priority rules in accord to the congested 
conditions or various characteristic of traffic demand. 
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